
Buck Wear has introduced a pair of new T-shirt designs in a
line that has grown to include baseball caps and decorative
magnets. The Strut and Rut, Forest T (Model  #232) features a
stunning buck and a gorgeous tom poised in a meadow. The
tongue-in-cheek message emblazoned on the back says “In
the spring I strut. In the fall I rut. “This
shirt simultaneously celebrates the cir-
cle of life while proclaiming the wear-
er’s commitment to hunting year-
round,” a Buck Wear spokesman said.

The forest green T-shirt is made of
heavyweight, pre-shrunk 100 percent
cotton, and is available in a range of
adult sizes from M to XXL.

Buck Wear has also introduced a
sand-colored T that “honors the athlete

in every hunter.” Hunting can be very demanding physically,
so shouldn’t it be recognized as a sport? The “sport” on Model
#261 is fully equipped with both gun and bow, and proudly
proclaims,“If hunting is a sport, you’re looking at an athlete.”
Look at Buckwear’s latest designs at www.buckwear.com, or
call the Maryland manufacturer at (410) 646-6400.
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When it comes to 
making greater profits— 

Rinehart’s new 18-1
is an easy target.

DEALERS, NOW YOU CAN 
MAKE EVEN MORE MONEY 
THAN EVER BEFORE — THANKS
TO OUR EXCLUSIVE 18-1 SOLID
RINEHART FOAM TARGETS.
The Rinehart 18-1 target offers your 
customers the ultimate in easy arrow
pull (whether shooting with field points,
broadheads or expandables) and it’s
portable and weatherproof, too. But
best of all, the Rinehart 18-1 stands up
and outlasts the competition hands down. 

For year-round sales, be sure to call 
(608) 757-8153 today and stock up on 
the hottest selling archery targets in the industry.

SHOOT OUT ONE RINEHART SIDE, 
ROTATE IT 45° FOR A NEW TARGET WITH

NEW FOAM. IT’S THAT EASY!

THE BEST ARCHERY TARGETS IN THE WORLD
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Diafold Line Includes Ceramic Sharpener 
The best-selling line from DMT is the Diafold family of

sharpeners, and it now includes a unit that combines the pop-
ular diamond dot sharpener with unbreakable ceramic.

The Double-Sided Diafold Diamond/Unbreakable Ceramic
Sharpener is a good companion to sales of stainless-steel
bladed knives, since their hard surfaces are difficult to sharp-
en on traditional sharpening stones. DMT’s polka-dot sharp-
ener with its interrupted diamond surfaces is featured on one
side in Extra-Fine 1200 mesh, which is equivalent to 9 micron.
The other side of this unit offers the patented, unbreakable
CeraFuse Ceramic, in 2200 mesh, a 7 micron surface. For most
knives, a few gentle strokes will allow the user to maintain a
consistent, polished edge by starting with the diamond side
and finishing with the
ceramic.

Like all Diafold
sharpeners, the han-
dles of this new one
fold to enclose and
protect the sharpen-
ing surface. Diafold
Sharpeners from DMT
are available through
many distributors, or
dealers can call DMT at
(508) 481-5944.

For 2006, Xtreme Scents is adding
three scent-elimination products to
complement the Silver XP Spray intro-
duced in 2005 that is shown at far
right. The new products are Silver XP
Wipes in two sizes, Silver XP Body
Foam and Silver XP Laundry
Detergent.

According to Xtreme Scent’s Jeff
Stawiarski, Silver XP is the only “Dual
Action” scent eliminator product avail-
able to hunters. He said it eliminates
and kills both bacteria causing odor
molecules (like human scent) and
non-bacterial odors such as smoke
and food scents. Silver XP products
use the firm’s patented scent eliminator formula “which actu-
ally eliminates odor causing molecules at the source by
encapsulating them and chemically breaking them down at
the molecular level.” The Silver XP products also include
charged silver ions, also known as colloidal silver. Stawiarski

said that ingredient inhibits the growth and reproduction of
the bacteria that cause human odor.

For more information on the original product line and the
newer Silver XP products, contact the Briton, Michigan manu-
facturer at (810) 220-9392.

Xtreme Scents Adds Companion Products To Silver XP Spray

T.R.U. Ball 
Copperhead 
Xtra Introduced
Tomorrow’s Resources Unlimited

introduced a new T.R.U. Ball Copperhead Xtra release
designed to provide hunters and tournament shooters with
many valuable “extras.” For a start, the new X-Trigger on this
model is closer to the bowstring, giving the user the advan-
tage of extra draw length and the extra arrow speed that pro-
vides. More speed is always welcome because it can help 3-D
shooters or hunters connect even when their yardage esti-
mate is off. The trigger on this new model is knurled for an
extra crisp and precise shot. The compact size is possible
because, like all Copperhead Series releases, this one is made
though the Metal Injection Molding process that can produce
shapes impossible to achieve by machining metal. “With
hardened stainless steel jaws and trigger and a stainless steel
housing that is coated with a ceramic layer usually reserved
for strengthening machine tools, the Copperhead Xtra is one
of the toughest releases ever made,” the company said.

Reach the manufacturer in Virginia at (434) 929-2800.
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